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Company news 

 

Kier Group (KIE, 55p, £89m)  

Hybrid construction, property and services group, attempting to dispose of property assets to reduce debt. 

FY (Jun) results. Rev -15%, £3,476m; adj op profit, -52%, £41.4m; adj margin 1.2% (FY 19, 2.1%); adj PBT  

-72%, £16.9m; stat loss before tax, continuing £225m (£230m); loss after tax £273m (£209m) after losses 

from discontinued of £101m (£15m), applying to housebuilding business Kier Living. YE net debt “higher than 

forecast”, at £310m  (£167m); ave month-end net debt £436m (£422m). Strategic focus is on deleveraging 

through cash generation, sale of Living and potential equity raise. Waivers agreed on covenants and pension 

trustees have agreed “a material reduction in the scheme deficit repayments”. A further £30m cash outflow 

from exceptionals is expected and £79m of Government Covid-19 support has to be paid. Trading during 

period: “in line with expectations in the period up to 31 March”; Covid reduced revenue by 15% during Q4 

and increased costs by £45m. Current trading: “The current year has started in line with our expectations”. 

Orders unchanged at £7.9bn. Outlook: “Kier is well placed to benefit from the proposed substantial increase 

in UK infrastructure investment”. Viewpoint: The-160 minute delay in announcing the results, due to “a 

technical issue” might have spooked investors prior to the announcement and the subsequent strong 

bounce in shares might be put down to a ‘relief rally’, on the basis that something more fundamental hadn’t 

been announced. That said, the key problem is the company is far from out of the woods in terms of its 
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greatest challenge, net debt. In the delayed webcast with analysts, the company said it expected FY 21 

month-end average net debt to similar to the uncomfortable £436m in FY 20. The option of an equity raise 

has again been presented. It looks increasingly necessary.  Living’s net assets have been written down to 

£110m, representing their estimated fair value less costs to sale; in the current climate, leading 

housebuilders appear generally in no hurry to boost their land banks. The Property division – previously a 

potential candidate for shrinkage – has now been ‘right sized’ and could even require a bit more, not less, 

capital to be tied up. A supportive Government still wants to be paid back VAT and other taxes. A further 

decline in construction turnover could drive further cash outflow due to shrinking ‘negative working capital’; 

the big uncertainty facing the wider sector is the potential for claims for late delivery due to Covid. Kier must 

be hoping even more than most peers that there will not be a further wave of disruption from Coronavirus. 

 

Breedon Group (BREE, 74p, £1,248m)  

UK and Ireland aggregates group. Trading update. The group has continued to deliver “an encouraging 

trading performance” since demand began to return in early May after the lockdown, with the improving 

trend that we reported for June and July, at the time of its interim results to June, continuing into August.  

The group delivered revenues for the first eight months of the year of £531m (2019, £624m), including a 

one-month contribution from our recently-acquired Cemex assets in the UK. Now in a position to reinstate 

guidance for FY 20.  “Accordingly, we currently anticipate delivering second-half underlying EBIT broadly in 

line with the second half of 2019, which would deliver a result in excess of the average of current full-year 

market expectations. We continue to be reassured by the Government's restated commitment to 

investment in the UK's infrastructure and by encouraging demand from the UK housing market, 

complemented by similar trends in the Republic of Ireland”. Trading update for the first 10 months of the 

year on 18 November; preliminary results, 10 March 2021. 

 

Safestyle UK (SFE, 54p, £72m) 

UK manufacturer, recycler and distributor of window, door and roofline PVC products. HY (Jun) results. Rev  

-35%, £42.1m; LBT, £5.6m (HY 19, -£2.5m); net cash £6.0m, after £8.2m placing (net debt, £0.6m). Trading: 

Operations were restarted in a phased way from late May and order intake +26% Y/Y in June to August. 

Output: “The growth in order intake has recently been matched by delivering a 20% increase in survey, 

processing, manufacturing and fit capacity which will enable double digit revenue growth in the second half 

of the year. The operational challenges linked to recovery and growth have adversely impacted customer 

service levels post-lockdown and investment is now underway to address this rapidly. There remains 

significant uncertainty around the short and medium term and the board continues to closely monitor 

performance to understand the sustainability of recent performance levels with the intention of providing 

guidance for the full year as soon as it is credible to do so”. 

 

Grainger (GRI, 316p, £2,126m)  

UK’s largest listed residential landlord. Proposals by Connected Living London, a long-term partnership 

between Grainger and Transport for London, to deliver 460 new homes for rent have been approved by 

Ealing Council's Planning Committee. This is the first of four proposed by Connected Living London currently 

in planning.  40% of the new housing on the development, close to Southall station, will be deemed 

affordable. 



 

In other news … 

 

Rental market. London Mayor Sadiq Khan has called on Government for new powers to freeze private rents 

in the capital for two years, Property Industry Eye (link). He has written to the Housing Secretary Robert 

Jenrick to seek permission for this change which he claims will help tenants as the economic fallout from 

Covid-19 continues. Khan, backed by campaign group Generation Rent, warns of an “impending tsunami of 

evictions”. The Mayor suggests there would be a freeze on rent increases both between and within 

tenancies, effective immediately, meaning landlords must not charge new tenants a higher rent than the 

previous tenant. There would also be an option to extend the two-year freeze if Covid-19 results in the 

economic outlook for renters not improving, he said. Freezing rents is not without precedent, according to 

PIE: earlier this year the Berlin state Government froze rents in the city until 2025, both within and between 

tenancies. Viewpoint: No chance. He has called for rent controls before (notwithstanding, the ‘Daily’ has 

previously suggested this would be no bad thing for institutional build-to-rent, but further pressure for 

smaller private investors). Ironically, there has been recent statistical evidence that London is the only region 

where there appears to have been downward pressure on rents.   
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